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INTROPUCTION 

The Board some time ago, undertook to examine the Supplementary 

Welfare Services with reference to the workload/caseload of Community 

Welfare Officers. To facilitate this, it was agreed that statistics be input 
-. 
mto the Cara System, in order to provide a basis for analysing the quantity 

aspect of the caseload. 

Apart from pure statistical analysis, it is the view of the Board that other 

components with regard to the deliveries of Supplementary Welfare 

Services require examination. 

The following areas referred to are not of an exhaustive nature but are an 

initial starting point. This paper is not an attempt to definewhat the 

workload of a C.W.O. is or should be, though this is an important exercise 

that must be undertaken and is a task for future reference. The main focus 

here is to try and identlfy the current service difficulties and then explore 

options that will help to alleviate such difficulties. 

These options, even if successful to some extent are not considered to be 

the panacea for all the dficulties that are currently identifiable or for those 

in the future also. 

It is recognised that the Supplementary Welfare Services are very much in 

a developmental process. The outcome of this process is likely to result in 

changes as to how the services are delivered and the role of Personnel in 

the services. 



~ h k  measurement of the workload of Community Welfare Officers has 

been a difficult task over many years. A traditional guide of 100 cases 

per week has been alluded to, but has no objective or continuing validity, 

particularly with regard to the current workload. 

The payment types in the early 80's differ significantly than to-day. 

Payments were largely basic (substitute payments) and ENP's. This 

payment type frequently related to new cases which turned over 

regularly, there was more bureaucracy involved and the recoupment 

process was onerous. ENP's were being developed and paid. These 

ENP's especially energy related involved negotiations with other 

agencies and very often direct payment of block cheques by hand to the 

ESB for example. The other factor relating to substitute payment was 

that many clients were introduced to the service and continued to use the 

service on an on-going basis thereafter. 



n recent years the level of basic payments had reduced due to reduction 

. in the number of substitute payments. This reduction took place as a 

result of two main factors a) steps taken by the DSW to put new claim: 
..- 

into payment faster b) individual action by SIPTU in refusing to deal 

with substitute UA/UB claims. - .  

The current workload problem relates largely to housing supplements i.e. 

rent and mortgage supplements. Traditionally rent subs were paid in flat 

land to mainly older single people. In recent years the volume and age 

profile of this group has changed. In addition, traditionally the housing 

needs of families and people with children was met by the Local 

Authorities. Nowadays this need is largely met through SWA. The need 

for such payments has emerged throughout the board causing workloads 

to increase. 

These type of payments are on-going and re-curring. Our particular 

clerical procedures and grades applied to these payments may not be the 

best way to make such payments. The initial assessment and on-going 

review is appropriate to CWO's however, a different payment and 



ording procedure may ease the workload. This report will make a 

ecommendation on this issue later. 

..- ..- 
Statistics Analysis 

Arising from the Cara Services for 1994, three tables have been 
- .  

extracted: 

Table 1: Ranks CWO districts by the number of cases paid in the year 

- from the highest to the lowest.(see chart2) 

Table 2: Takes the top 30 districts (by cases paid) and breaks down 

the payment type under the headings of Basic, Supplement 

and Exceptional Need - it also shows the main payment 

type in the districts.(see chart 5) 

Table 3: Shows by SCWO Area - the number of districts in each 

SCWO area, the total number of cases in each SCWO area, 
/ 

and the average cases paid per CWO ranked from the 

highest to the lowest.(see chart 3) 



The Cara Statistics by their very nature are limited in measuring CWO's 

workloads in that they can only measure in numLzrs the cases paid. i.e. 

/ the quantity of the caseload. The statistics can show the percentage of 
. - 

cases under the three main payment type. Other workload factors are not 

measurable through these statistics e.g. cases refused, cases referred 

elsewhere, cases who sought information and advice. 

The statistics measure numbers of cases paid and do not differentiate 

between different types of cases. Different cases require varying levels 

of investigation and time spent with the client. Statistics by their nature 

do not allow for local factors - such as geography, demographic factors 

etc. 

Another crucial issue is the number of new cases, the turnover and the 

frequency of payment. The Statistics outline the average number of 

times cases are paid in a year. However, the number of times a case is 

paid does-not necessary measure the work involved in making different 

types of payments. 



en the above qualifications however, some clear indicators do emerge 

-om the statistics. The numbers dealt with by some districts requires 
- 

comment. In addition the high number of housing supplements is an area 

/ ..- .... 
for thorough examination. 

. . 
The high volumes dealt with by some districts impacts on the level of 

investigation and control measures possible. Customer Service is 
, . 

reduced somewhat and the ratio of clerical and administrative work 

increase, with a resultant decrease in the overall quality aspect of the 

service. 

In looking at the top 30 districts, two major payment areas arise i.e. - 

housing supplements and to a lesser extent ENP's for clothing.(see chart 

4) The statistics in this instance help with zoning in and targeting the 

major areas of caseload and seeking an intervention which will help to 

alleviate difficulties. 

The recurring nature of housing supplements lend themselves to 

intervention by means of computers which will lead to a reduction in 

repetitive clerical tasks for CWO's. TO try and address this element of 



the workload, the proposal to introduce the Cara P.C. Cheque Production 

System is attached, Appendix 1 ,zfers, outlining some o f  the relevant 

details. ~... 

.This proposal, together with the approach outlined in point No. 3 

contained in this report, require further examination, either as individual 

option o; in tandem with each other. 

31 Structural Organisation 

Taking into account the areas of work identified, it is appropriate that we 

examine how to organise the service delivery and workloads in relation 

to dealing with such claims. 

The particular claim type has resulted in imbalances in wo; rkload 

throughout the 136 districts. SCWO area 2,3,9,15 are largely rent areas. 

To lesser extents parts of Areas 1,4,5,6,7 have high concentrations of 

rent supplements. The existing structure of many different outlets and 

clerical procedures may not be the optimum use of staff resources or 

provide the best level of customer service. 



area due to its nature has saturated the housing supplementation 

community welfare service detracting from other elements and from the 

-- 
original intention s f  t h ~  ~ L L ~ I I C .  ii i i d b  b e ~ ~  S U ~ ~ C ~ L C C ~  fiat this area oi 

work be transferred elsewhere. ... 

Prodosak Establish two large centres for dealing with all housing 

supplements i.e. Northside and Southside. CWO's would conduct initial 

applications, make the assessments, put the case into payment and review 

the cases. These front-line workers would have a clerical back-up and 

comprehensive computer system. 

41 Use of Substitutes: 

Currently there are 17 SCWO areas. A SCWO area has a number of 

districts with CWO's permanently assigned (current range 6-9). In 

addition each SCWO has 2 AIL. substitutes. In addition a back-up pool 

of CWO's operated centrally (6 posts). 

Currently the 2 subs attached to each SCWO provide the AIL & S/I, 

cover. In addition these 2 subs provide support to the area and are often 

used to support busy districts and to carry out extra reviews of cases. It 



is the current practice that for the peak summer leave period that the 2 . . 

AIL suhs are constantly covering for 2 district CWO's on leve. This 

practice causes problems when casual sick leave occurs, or where due to 
. . ..- 

high work levels back-up is required. Where the SCWO's are unable to 

provide cover from their own resources the central pool is called upon. 

However, during peak periods adequate cover is not always available and 

occasionally clinics are closed. Options with regard to the use of 

substitutes require to be examined. 

51 Re-deployment 

Within the context of examining, defining and processing workloads, it 

is important to maxirnise the current hours of attendance of the existing 

staff pool in relation to the mix and balance of such workloads. The 

variance between the top 30 districts and the bottom districts is 

significant. 

The divergent or questionable quality of customer service between the 

top districts and the bottom districts is not sustainable in the current 

climate. The statistics clearly indicate that the overall workload needs to 



redivided to ensure a more balanced 

s e r v i c ~  throughout the hoard. 

..- 

rotect Vacuum Filling 

workload and consistent level 

The history of the SWA service seems to indicate that where particular 

types of work decrease or where service improvement occur of where 

additional resources are supplied that the vacuum created is usually filled 

quickly. 

An example recently reported illustrated this point. Where due to long 

queues and poor customer service it was decided to reduce queuing by 

posting payments to clients. However, increased demand for other SWA 

services soon became evident and the norm. The attempts at 

streamlining the service and saving the CWO time resulted in the 

opposite effect intended. The service is traditionally Customer led and 

reactive rather than managed in a controlled way. In this context, the 

nature an2 source of the service requires to be firther examined in a 

more structured manner. 



71 Developments 

The development of ISTS cannot resolve any current workload ..- 

difficulties due to the timescale of the project. However, in advance of 

any-such development, the examination of the above areas together with 

the successful implementation of the Cara Systems, will aid the 

implementation of ISTS, alleviating the current difficulties and in 

helping to define both workloads and the future role of the C.W.O. as the 

service evolves. 

8) Proposal 

That a working group be set up in order to examine the content of this 

report and any other aspects of the service which are considered 

pertinent. This group will consist of representatives from the 

management of the services, SIPTU, and 1MPACT.The principle benefit 

of such a group is that it will afford both the staff and the management an 

opportunity to explore together in detail the overall delivery of sevices 

taking into account current difficulties and the proposed future 

developments of the services. 

Eastern Health Board 
June 1995 
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CARA P.C. CHEQUE PRODUCTION SYSTEM. 

OBJECTIVE: 

The p~imay'objective of the syste!nl i s  tc ..i.' ~ c -  the clericnl wo~k-lnnd inidentified 
districts by using a P.C. to auto~natically generate cheques in respect oi ~ccu l l i~~g  
payments, such as rent and moltgage payments. 

. ..- 
BACKGROUND. . ... 

In 1994, at the request of the Department of Social Welfare, CARA developed the 
software to produce cheques on a P.C. system, using as a starting point the infonilation 
on their data-base. The system, which is owned by DSW, has been installed in both 
the MHB and the NEHB. The first cheques will issue from the MHB over the next few 
weeks. 

HOW THE SYSTEM WILL OPERATE. 

CARA \vill produce a listing of all the paynlents in a particular category. e.g. rent. The 
CWO will indicate which of these payments helshe wants on the payment system. the 
amount of the payment, the frequency of payment and whether the cheque is to be 
posted. These payments are then set up on the PC. and the cheques are printed. On a 
special fonn the CWO will indicate new.additions to the system, deletions and 
amendments. 

POSSIBLE BENEFITS O F  SYSTEM. 

For CWOs: 
No need to wire cheques or cornplete backing sheets. 
Less figures to be totted. 
No need tc enter every payment on cad.  
Less need to see client at time of payment. 
More h i e  to deal with clients who require a lot of time, 
No direct contact with P.C., which means they will not have to abandon one 
system for another when ISTS is introduced. 

For SCWOs. 
Different. and possibly easier form of spot-checkin?. 

' Better service to clients and CWOs. 
Less co~~ections from CARA Stats. 
A4o1-z contsol over payment system. 
Less errors from Bank reconciliation. 
Less cheques fraudulently altered. 

For Clerk Typists. 
Lzss figures to be checked. 
Less co~~ections from Stats. and Bank Reconciliations. 

For Clients. 
Less queuing. 
More up-to-date service 



For Finance Sectign. - Less emon. 
Less fraud. 
More acceptance of cheques by banks. traders etc. 
Quicker recouci~iations. 

There will also be bznefits for po~tering and other staff in health centres 

..- 

POSSIBLE COSTS. 

For CWOs. 
Additional case set-up sheet. . 
Need for amend sheer for change in amount. 
Need to check payment list prior to issue of cheques. 

For SCWOs. 
Addit?onal work re management and control of the system. 

For Clerk Typists. 
Inputtin: of data i.e.new cases. anlends and deletions. 

FINANCIAL COSTS. 
Postage Costs. 
Develop~uent costs by EHB (For bank reconciliation). 
Additional clerical back-up ' 

ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED: 
Consultation with unions. 
Location of P.C.S. 
Location of Cheque Printers. 
Which districts to include. 
Who operates the system. 
Finance and Audit Requirements. 

That a decision be taken to implement the above system in the EHB. A 
project Team to be established to oversee its implementation, 
comrnencing'in Hugh Kane's area. 

The follo\ving sliould be noted: 
The P.C.5 to run the system will be in situ in a matter of weeks. 

The system will be provided free of charge by DSW. 
The ti]-st clieques could issue within two months if no obstacles placed in \\,a?. 
At least one SCWO ( H u ~ h  Kane) is ready and willing ro stall. 
Much can be learned from [he experience of tile MHB and NEHB. 



DISCUSSION PAPER ON SERVICES PROVIDED BY 

COMMUNITY WELFARE OFFICERS 

(working party - 18/8/95) 

B. Baker S. O'Connor 

..- 

As stated in the previous paper dated 8/8/95 CWO's are required to 

1. Interview 

2. Investigate 

3. Make payment where appropriate 

4. Maintain records 

To what extent the above components are applied depends upon the type of 

service being provided and the outcome i.e. granted or refused. 

The following broad categories of services are provided by C.W.O.s, 

1. Income Maintenance 

2. Supplements 

3. Exceptional Needs Payments 

4. Information Giving 

5. Advocacy 

6. Referral 



1 services,with appropriate comment. 
/ 

I )  Income Maintenance 

Over 160,000 payments were made under this category in 1994. These 

comprised of people waiting for basic Social Welfare payments, as well as 

Health Board payments and Sick No Benefits cases. 

Comment 

Clearly, if Social Welfare deal more efficiently with claims, then the need for 

substitute payments will be reduced. 

There are still unacceptable variations in the length of time Social Welfare take to 

deal with claims, particularly appeals. ISTS may resolve some of these 

difficulties but better liaison between Social Welfare Ofices and C.W.0.s would 

be of benefit. 

Sick No Benefit cases represent a significant workload for C.W.0.s. Some 3743 

cases received 30,000 payments under this category in 1994. People who are 

medically unfit for work but do not qualify for Disability Benefit or Occupational 



Injury Benefit are paid as Sick No Benefit cases. Unlike those submitting 

medical certification to the Department of Social Welfare, there is no medical 

referee available to the Board to dete'kine the accuracy of evidence provided. 
- ~ 

People suffering from long term illness can be dealt with under D.P.M.G. but 

those submitting certificates for ostensibly short term illnesses or whose doctors 

are unwilling to cerhfy them as suffering from long-term illness, i.e. likely to 

Incapacitate them for six months or more, have no such recourse. 

The availability of a medical referee to whom such cases could be referred would 

determine the number of people for whom Sick No Benefits is the appropriate 

payment.Thls has been difficult to achieve in the past and may continue to be so 

in the future. 

The level of income maintenance payments is clearly influenced by the 

performance of the department of Social Welfare and by the Board in dealing 

with DPMA applications. Every effort should be made to ensure improvements 

from both agencies, particularly Social Welfare. 



2) Supdements: 

The question of supplements is being looked at by other groups and we have 

decided not to deal with them in this paper. 

- 3) Ejcceptional Need! Pavments. 

i Almost 85,000 cases received 115,000 exceptional needs payments in 

These are generally a very labour intensive area for C.W.0.s. E.N.P.s are a 

discretionary, some would say a whimsical gesture of the service. Guidelines 

exist, but adherence to them appears to vary widely from area to area and 

sometimes fiom C.W.O. to C.W.O. The greatest problems arise not in the 

payment of E.N.P.'s but in the decision not to pay. Refusal of an E.N.P. can 

cause many problems for a C.W.O., hostility, resentment and possibly 

violence from customers. They also lead to appeals, requests for reports from 

S.C.W.O. or Appeals Officer and in general a refusal generates more work 

than a payment. The level of investigation of requests for E.N.P.'s varies 

widely and the notion of decline with each request on it's merits is deemed 

redundant. Concern is focused not on the needs of the individual customer but 

on the understandable desire not to generate demand, or create a scheme on 

the one hand, and on the desire for a quick and easy "if in doubt, lash it out" 

policy on the other. 



A key factor in this area is the level of discretion given to the C.W.O. by the 

Superintendent and also the level of support given to the C.W.O. when exercising 

judgment on E.N.P.'s. 

Uniformity and consistency in the payment of E.N.P.'s would be greatly 

improved by a commitment from S.C.W.0.s to implement and adhere to agreed 

policies. S.C.W.0.s should ensure that similarities are clear and that C. W.0.s 

are aware of and adhere to them. High levels of E.N.P.'s are reflected in high 

caseloads but not necessarily in high workloads. Exceptional Needs Payments 

should be targeted on those in genuine need and should indeed by the exception 

rather than the rule. There is a widespread perception amongst customers and 

voluntary organisations that repeated demands for an E.N.P. will result in 

eventual payment. Written refusals in all cases would check this perception and 

provide greater accountability. It would also assist workload measurement. 

> 

4) Information Giving 

The C.W.O. is often the first port of call for people enquiring about Social 

Welfare or Health entitlements. Whilst this is an important function for 

C.W.O.s, wider advertising of each agencies' Customer Information Services 



. would be of benefit to the public and C.W.0.s alike. Greater availability of 

information, literature and regular briefings and updatings on changes and 

developments in schemes would also help C.W.0.s provide a better service to 

the public. The proposed information package on ISTS will be of great 

assishce. Customers should not have to queue to get general information. 

Posters, leaflets and telephone information senices should provide the 

necessary information. 

Comment: 

There may be value in liasing with the Boards Customer Services Department 

with regard to the overall systems applicable to information both currently and 

proposed. 

5) Advocacv 

Many C.W.0.s find an increasing amount of their time taken up as advocates 

or intermediaries on behalf of their customers with public utilities or agencies. 

Many customers are intimidated by the prospect of dealing with officials of 

Local Authorities, Government Departments etc. It should be the practice to 

encourage customers to make the initial contact with the relevant agency 

themselves. Enpowerment of customers should be the aim of our involvement. 

Our C.W.0.s should act as supports rather than substitutes. 



..- 

Customers should be encouraged to contact the relevant agency, get the name of 

the person they're dealing with and as far as possible conduct their own business. 

C.W.0.s should act as back up, providing information as required and generally 

acting as facilitator rather than intermediary. This process may prove more time 

consuming for the C.W.O. than straight forward advocacy on behalf of the 
. . 

customer, but the benefits of customer empowerment will outweigh the 

disadvantages. 

b ~ i a i s o n  with other Professionals, Agencies and Voluntarv Bodies. 

C.W.0.s have regular contacts with the above. The level and nature of the 

contact varies from structured formal meetings to casual conversations in the 

corridor. A two way flow of information is of great benefit to all concerned but 

again this important feature of C.W.0.s work is not reflected in workload 

statistics. 

When C.W.0.s discuss cases with one of the above, a note should be made on 

the case file. The note may be detailed or simply record that liaison took place, 

but evidence of such contact should be retained. 



Wsrk in connection with Income Maintenance, Supplements are E.N.P.'s is 

reading quantifiable. Demand for and time spent providing non-payment 

services, information, advocacy, liaison etc. is not. 

This aspect of the work must be allowed for and is appropriate to the papers 

being prepared on Workload Analysis and Developing the role of the CWO. 

The level of income maintenance is clearly influenced by the performance of the 

Department of Social Welfare and by the EHB in dealing with DPMA 

applications. Every effort should be made to ensure improvments from both 

agencies. 

The services provided through community welfare are done so largely through 

manual systems and methods. This paper cannot in isolation of other papers 

being prepared suggest which services should be automated with appropriate 

methods applied but clearly the areas of Income maintenance, Supplements,and 

perhaps where possible Information are likely to appropriate. 

B BakerIS 0 Connor 18/9/95 





This p n l w  c x ~ m i n c s  the ~tr iaci l~le  duties perforlned by <:o~nmunity Welfarc 
Officers , thc various mctliods of pcrfor~ning those duties and looks nt tlie 
advnntagcs :tnd disadvantages of those ntetlwtls. It also loolcs a t  the systcr~is used 
by Comn~unity Welfare Officers. 

r. tntc~vicw custonars 
2. Invcstigatc, verify, assess 
3. Make pymcnt  wlwe  appl-oprialc 
4. Kcel, rccol-ds of above 

1 .  Interviewing 

(a )  Take prcliniinacy details w11c11 customer first prcscnts 
(b) Verify dctails of identity, il~comc, rentlino~tgngc, family ctc 
(c) 1 Iomc Visit 

Sonic Coinmul~ity Welfare Oflicers do a detailed iotaview at first ruceting ill Clinic 

(a) Clcar 11icturc of customers requireinel~ts 
(d) Tinic co~~sumilig, delays for other cnstonic~-s, pcrl~aps intimidating to first timc 

customer. 

Some Columunity Welfare Oficcrs take p ~ c l i l n i ~ ~ a ~ y  dctails and do t l ~ c  detailed 
iiitclvicw 011 the home visit 

(a) Saves clinic timc, less strcssful for customer, establishes rclationsl~ip 
(d) l'inic Coi~swning, can gnicratc ctlstonicr espectatioti. 



Vc~-ikat io~l  of Customers dctails c;~n be rlo~lc by: / 
/' 

I) Custonlc~s llavi~lg forms conlplctcd by ~clcvant agency, cg Department of Social 
W c l h ~ c ,  Building Society ctc 

2) lufosis if available 
3) I'honc calls to rclcva~lt agency 

. ..- 
(a. I) writtat record o f c n s t o ~ ~ ~ c ~ - s  details for- files 
((1. I) cumbesonlc, time dclay, some c ~ ~ s t o n ~ c r s  don't u~ldcrsta~~d Tor~ns, need for rctunl 

visit to clinic 

'(a.2) info~~natiotl to hand 
(d.2) Infosis slow, no w i t l e ~ ~  record 

(a.3) quick I-espo~ise to customer need 
(d.3). extremely time consuming, fiust~-ating for Coni~liunity Welfare Oficers, 

itlfor~natio~l may not be rclcasctl 

Having inte~vicwed, verified details and doue home visit to customer, the Corntnu~lity 
Welfare Oficer then assesses eligibility for payment. If the payment requested is of a 
discretioclaly nature eg 1,PA and i r t l~e  casc varies fi.o~n the I~ome, if rent higher tila11 
average or going [-ate etc, the Comnu~~i ty  Wclfire Oficcr should tlier~ l~rescllt t l ~ e  casc 
details to tlic Supt. Conltntulity WelTarc Oficcr bcforc paytnent. 

(a) Com~nlulity Welfare OfIicer is auihoriscd to nmke paymalt. 
S.C.W.O. is aware of case details 
S.C.WO. sl~ould apply policy co~~sistently 
Ctrstonrer- is made aware of Community Welfare Oflicers 1-equiretne~~t to seek 
approval Tor payment. 

((1) Delay i n  getting S.C.W.O. dccisiol~ 
Lack of autl~ority for Co~nmunity Welfare Oflicer 
Source of te~lsion between Co~nmu~lity Welfare Oflicers and S.C.W.O's 
I<equiremalt styles. Community Welfare Oficcr initiative 
Comniurlity Welfare Oficer status diminished i n  customers eyes 



I'ay~iic~its arc made by cl~cqnc a ~ ~ d  w l ~ c ~ ~ c v c r  possiblc arc posted to tlic customer. 
I<entlMo~~gagc payn~cnts arc madc ' ~ n o ~ ~ t l ~ l y  ill most inst;~t~ccs. Custon~crs call to the 
cliliic Cor wcckly chcques wllerc appropriate. 

(a) Poor , flcsible rcspo~~sc  to c~tstoc~~ers ~ ~ c c d  
Postal Systems cut d o w ~ ~  on clinic i~clmbcrs a d  the need for rcpcat visits by 
c\lstolllcrs 

(d) Cllequc Book gcneratcs cxpcctatio~~ of in~mcdiatc paynalt 
, Security sisk for Coin~niu~ity Weifire Oficcrs 

Postal System call be complicated, custolncrs may not be litcrate 
Chcques may go astray 
Lack of contact bc twcc~~ Com~i~cutity Wc1fa1-e Ofliccr and customer 
I'hysical wititlg of C ~ I C ~ I I C S ,  c~~veloyes, verification ctc is tedious, time cot~sumi~~g 
and ulti~nately a waste of Co~nm~uiity Welfare Ofiiccrs time wliich might be better : 

utilised elscwl~crc 

Kcepinp Records 

I l ~ c  green ajq)lication fo~-m/casc card is the rccord of clients details, paynlellts madc, 
verifications rcccivcd ctc. So111e Conuuw~ity Wclfarc ORicers update case cards 
regolarly by : 
(I) completing liew application 
(ii) l~aving client sign a Declaratioi~ Form. 

Witl~iu the card tl~crc is space to updatc details such as address, amount of relit etc. 

WI-ittm VCI-ilicatio~~ of clients details call bc kept i n  tlic casc card or ill a separatc folder 
with custolncrs alca 11u111l)er on it Some C o ~ n ~ n w ~ i t y  Welfare Officers keep all 
verifications for a givcl~ week in a foldel- with the date marked on it. Some Community 
Welfare Ofliccrs use a c o ~ u b i ~ ~ a t i o ~ ~  of tlic above. 

(a) Custon~c~-s dctails arc available im~ncdiatcly if casc is properly updated and 
~iiailttnincd 

((1) Case Cards bccon~c fiaycd with wear and teal-, C U I I I ~ ~ I - s o ~ i i c  becausc they ate fc111 
of docwne~~ts.  Cards call beco~ne lost if misplaced. 



COMMON VALUES 

- 

S.W.A. requires an explicit set of common values rather than a 
comprehensive set of guidelines because of discretion. 

The rationale for the existance of a community based discretionary 
payments service is to meet needs which are so exceptional in their nature 
and so particular in the circumstances in which they arise as to be beyond 
h e  scope of toher services where entitlement to financial assistance is 
determined upon explicit pre-determined criteria and qualification 
conditions. 

The delegation of the authority to decide on a descretionary basis bestows 
an awesome power to those who wield it over those who are subject to it. 
Such power will inevitably be resented if excersised other than sparingly. 

Once needs arise so commonly as to be capable of being addressed by sets 
of guidelines, the requirement for consistency, uniformity and equity 
demand they become entitlements, delivered by schemes, governed by 
rules. 

When discretion addresses needs which aris where no two individuals' 
particular circumstances are identical, then the issue is not that uniformity 
is achieved but rather that the discretion is excersised fairly, responsibility, 
respectfully and so profoundly as to justify it's intrusion. 

Indeed it is the quality of the intervention and the approach to problem 
solving which more correctly requires to be consistent and uniform. It is 
only through sharing an appropriate and agreed set of values that this 
requirement can be met. 

The set of shared common values must take cognisance of the historical 
intention of the legislation and contemporary developments. It should 
address the role and objective of the service, standards to be met, the rules 
governing discretion, the service's limitations. 



The Developing Role of the C.W.O. 
Pat Lennon 

Breniian Baker 

Before adrl-sin~ th.e 1?12k fnrcs (?f t!5s paper a brief comment on the 
management structures that might best serve the developing role of the C.W.O. 

In my view the role and functions of the S.C.W.O. are under developed. 
Hopefully under the proposed Strategic Management Initiative the functions of 
the S.C.W.O. may expand and develop to include increased control over 
budgets, better targeting of resources and increased control functions. Increased 
functions in training and better training of C.W.0.k at local level. 

If the payment of rents and mortgages is centralised will this lead to a 
re-orggisation of the present C.W.O. districts? 

Could a future re-organisation create 15 or less locally controlled management 
units for S.W.A. with an S.C.W.O.+ Ancillary Staff'? 

The Boundaries of such management units may not coincide with present 
Community Care areas. 

Underpinning any re-organisation of C.W.O. districts must be an agreed 
caseload for C.W.O.'s, reviewable when necessary with a mechanism provided 
for same. A mixture of services provided in each unit organised on a mixture of 
Patch and Specification with a strong team component. 

Rents + mortgages + other supplements paid centrally but controlled and 
reviewed locally. A specialised Rent Officer or more for each Management unit 
dependent on demand. A fully integrated computer system. 

A rotation of functions among C.W.O.'s if possible. 

Areas of work into which the C.W.O. may develop a role:- 
1. Develo~ment o f  E.N.P. Pavments 

A creative use of Section 212 and Section 213 payments. 
Increased involvement in case work with local Health Care professionals. 

2. Debt Management 

Each Patch-District C.W.O. to have a close working relationship with 
M.A.B.S. Projects - at level of member of management board of local 
project - close working relationship with M.A.B.S. project worker - that 
person could be a C.W.O. 



:: 3. Information and Educational Role o f  C. W.O. - Develop 

Talks to local community groups on S.W. 2. and other entitlement< 
Visiting local schools - transition year classes - introduce them to Health 
Board and Social Welfare entitlement qualification requirements. 
Develop Information Role ..- 

. Provide training in this area for C.W.0.k 
People become unemployed for first time - C.W.O. often the first 
person they see. Counselling in this area - family break up - again 
C.W.O. often 1st post of call - Counselling people on how to deal with 
this situation - 
stress the need for training in this case. 

5. Control Function 

A role for C.W.O. in this area - 
investigation of difficult cases in C.W.O. District. 
More thorough investigation than local C.W.O. can provide. 
Present spot checking functions of S.C.W.O. - In future is there a role for 
C.W.O. here? 
Could this function not be performed by experienced C.W.O.? 
Leave S.C.W.O. free to expand management function. 

6. The C.W.O. and Community Development 

At present some C.W.O.'s are involved in Community Development 
projects and are members of local enterprise boards. This is an area at 
present underdeveloped but could provide an area for 
developing C.W.O. role. 

7. Income Maintenance 

Will continue to be a central part of role of C.W.O. . Some C.W.0.k in Rural areas have become involved assessing 
entitlement to grants for Nursing home care. . Should the C.W.O. take a role in assessing entitlements to other 
Health Board Payments? e.g. in assessing the entitlements of 
Community Groups to grants from the Health Board. 



A Vision of Centralised Rents. 

In froduction. 
This paper complements that produced by the Flexibility and Boundaries Sub- 
Group on Specialisation and Centralisation. Its purpose is to elaborate on the 
rationale and assumptions made in the model for centralised and computerised 
rent supplement administration. 

. 
The model itself is quite simple. Rent and mortgage supplements are removed 
in their entirety from local offices and are subsequently administered from a 
computerised and centralised unit. This is the core element of the model. How 
and where initial applications and on-going reviews are conducted is open to 

' debate. 

Rationale. 
The first critical success factor is that rent supplementation be perceived by 
both staff and the clients as being administered, for all intents and purposes, by 
a different and separate agency. This is necessary in order to remove fUllv 
everything to do with rent supplements from the local district Community 
Welfare Officer. If the local C.W.O. retains any functions or responsibility for 
rent supplements, these clients will continue to fill the C.W.0.s waiting rooms. 
If the payment function only is removed, the local C.W.O. will still have a high 
number of rent supplement clients. If questions or problems with a clients rent 
supplement are to be addressed back to the local C.W.O., there is little point in 
removing a part of their administration because, firstly, a large part of the work 
remains, and secondly, the local C.W.O. will not be able to answer queries 
without involving another section of the health board. 

Rent supplement clients do not want to have to call unnecessarily to health 
centres just to facilitate the out-dated procedures involved in administering rent 
supplements manually. Their only concern is to receive the supplement in the 
most convenient way to them - not the most convenient way for the health 
board or the C.W.O. In to-days public service climate of customer 
responsiveness, surely our first concern should be making the Service as 
(customer) user-friendly as possible. A centralised rent unit with outreach 
facilities to all areas will achieve this. The second critical successfactor then, 
will be that clients perceive the new method of administering rent supplements 
as being more user-friendly. 



EASTERN Bone 

HEALTH ~ ~ I N T L  

BOARD nN o8fiiwlr 

COMMUNITY WELFARE SECTION 
F m l  Floor 

Park House 
NarCh Circular Road 

Dublln 7 

Tel 838 7122 1838 5480 
Fax 838 3984 

29th August, 1995 

)ear Colleague, 

1 joint working party was set up representing unions and management following the recent dispute. The 
rurpose of the group is to examine and make recommendations on the delivery of the Community Welfare 
iervice in the Eastern Health Board. 

To assist with this process we have prepared two questionaires. The first requires you to keep a diary each day 
or a full week, the other requires you to complete other questions. 

h e  group would be grateful if you would complete the enclosed questionaires and return to the group at Park 
-1ouse by September 11th. 1995. 

fours sincerely, 

inne Halpin, AIGrade V Officer, 
jecretary to Group. 



QUESTIONAIR E I 

General information 

s t r i c t  No: / 
/ ~ i s t r i c t  Location: 

Length of time in current district: 

MONDAY 

ADVERTBED CLINIC TIMES 

NUMBERS O F  THOSE 
INTERVIEWED WHO WERE PAID 

NUMBER AND DURATION O F  
PHONE QUERIES 
(INCOMING AND OUTGOING) 

NUMBER AND TIME SPENT ON 

ADVOCACY E.G. ESB, DSW 

NUMBER AND DURATION OF 
VISITS 

TIME SPENT WITH S.C.W.0. I 
TIME SPENT ON 
INVESTIGATION 

TIME SPENT TRAVELLING, 
VISlTS AND OTHER LOCATIONS 

W E D N E S D A Y  'RIDAY 



have a break during clinics? 
ong does i t  last: 

$hat-are the weir? chlrscleristics of your 

eographylclient Type etc. 

Do you have contact with other agencies? 
Specify: 

Do you have access to any of the 
following? 

Specify 
I - Clerical back up YESINO 

- C.W.O. back up YESINO 

[ 

- 

Comment on Quality 

- Receptionist YESiNO 

- Good telephone 
system YESIN0 

- Photocopying YESINO 

- Fax YESINO 
I 

- Security Arrangements YESNO 

- Ticketing System Y ESlNO 

- Other, Specify Y ESINO 



euES?'IONAIRE 2 coitiinrrcd.1 

level of autonomyldiscretion do you have in relation to cases? 

Low Medium High 

..- 

How does your S.C.W.O.'s view of the service impact on your workload? 

What level of access to your S.C.W.O. do you have? 

If you were given a free hand what changes would you make? 
- In your District: 

In your Area? 

- In your Work Role? 



QUESTIONAIKI~ 2 continued. 

lease describe your investigation 
process: 

Do you workalone? YESJNO 
If yes -How many C.W.O.'s work with 
you? 

Ls this set up to your benefit? 

Are you engaged in other areas of work? 

What other options do you see for 
idministering RentIMortgage 
Supplements? 



SPECLALISATION / CENTRALISATION. 

For the pi.q++< nf this examination the sub-group took for consideration a 
model of one central unit for the Board's area with an outreach facility. This 
unit would fully process all rent/mortgage, and possibly diet. supplrment 

. ..- applications. Applications could still be obtained and deposited at least at  
the present network of locations, or could be sent by post to the central 
office. 

In examining the model its advantages and disadvantages were considered 
in relation to: 

A. C.W.O.'s. 
B. Customers. 
C. Administration. 

(a) Advantages: 

C.W.0.k would be relieved of much time-consuming, 
clerical-type work. 
Pressure on districts of highest workloads would be 
relieved. 
As a result more time would be available to devote to the 
"welfare role". 
Better use of staff resources. 
Many C.W.0.k would benefit from working as part of a 
team. No longer isolated. 
For some C.W.0.k assignment to a central unit could be 
attractive from a convenience point of view i.e. location 
etc. 
The outreach activities could bring increased "travel" 
opportunities. 
Some C.W.0.k would welcome the opportunity to 
specialise. 
Developments in the rent/mortgage supplement area 
could lead to additional career opportunities. 
Smaller queues at  health centres would relieve pressure 
and stress on C.W.0.k particularly in the districts of 
highest workload. 
C.W.O.'s would no longer have to cope with "inter-district" 
transfers among the mobile private rented population. 
Consequent re-drawing of districts would facilitate 
workload equalisation. 



@) Disadvantages: 

1. A number of C.W.O.'s would be "disl-irbed". 
2. Some C.W.O.'s might not wish to work as part of a team. 
3. Specialisation might lead to loss of expertise in other 

aspects of the job. 
4. C.W.O.'s may perceive the move as a loss $function (40% 

overall and up to 90% in some districts). 
5. C.W.O.'s may fear the re-drawing of districts which would 

follow. 

(B) Customers 

(a) Advantages: 

1. A more streamlined and efficient service. 
2. Greater uniformity and consistency in decision making. 
3. Easier to apply - no need for lengthy queueing or for 

multiple visits to health centre. 
4. Less bureaucracy when changing address 
5. Overall more user-friendly. 

@) Disadvantages: 

1. May present some difficulties to those without the ability 
to complete an application form. 

2. Customer would no longer have a clearly identifiable local 
person with whom he/she can liaise in matters relating to 
the supplement. 

[C) Administration 

[a) Advantages: 

1. Better use of staff resources 
2. Freeing up of office space a t  local health centres. 
3. Easing of pressure on waiting areas in local health 

centres. 
4. Easier to cope if the workload in the rents/mortgages area 

continues to expand. 
5. Improved control features arising from central index. 

team concept, possibility of separation of functions etc. 
6. The centraked delivery system would be cost-effective. 
7. A streamlined system. efficiently run, would contribute to 

a positive image of the Board. 



/ (b) Disadvantages: 

/ 1. Appropriate staffing arrangements for the new unit, 
including supervisory and permanent clerical straff, will 
need to be made. 

2.  Appropriate cerlua oiilces wii need to be secured. 
3.  There may be an increase in travel costs to provide the 

outrea~h faciliiy. 
4. Cost of equipment. including computer hardware. 

Matters to  be Addressed 

In addition to tbe advantages and disadvantages a number of further items 
were identified which will require to be addressed if the centralisation of 
rents/mortgages etc. is to proceed - 

1. How will the centralised service link with the district service?. 
2. The logistical arrangments for getting applications from local 

reception points to the central unit. 
3. The resultant training needs of C.W.0.k and other staff. 
4. Transitional arrangements, pilot schemes etc. 
5. How will the 'outreach' system work?. 
6. How can the "fear of change" be overcome?. 


